Peculiar properties of mycoplasmas: the smallest self-replicating prokaryotes.
Mycoplasmas are the smallest and simplest prokaryotes capable of self-replication, with information provided by a genome which may be as small as 600 kb, estimated to carry less than 500 genes. Keeping the number of structural elements, metabolic pathways and components of the protein synthesizing machinery to an essential minimum places mycoplasmas closest to the concept of 'minimum cells'. Mycoplasmas are, therefore, most adequate candidates for the complete deciphering of the machinery of a self-replicating organism, and studies towards this goal are already underway. Living as 'minimum cells' was made possible by adopting a parasitic mode of life, securing from the host the many nutrients which cannot be synthesized by the mycoplasmas themselves. When pathogenic, infections by mycoplasmas usually follow a chronic course, with host immune reactions playing an important role in symptom production. Recent studies on the possible association of mycoplasmas with rheumatoid arthritis and AIDS are reviewed.